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Robotmaster for mastercam x3 crack windows1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates
to a process for preparing a support for a lithographic printing plate. More particularly, the present

invention relates to a process for preparing a support for a lithographic printing plate which is
excellent in its hydrophilicity and in the state stability of a photosensitive layer formed on the

support, and a lithographic printing plate using the support. 2. Description of the Prior Art As is well
known, an electro-photographic method is extensively used as a process for forming an image,

which is carried out in various printing processes such as a letterpress printing process, a gravure
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printing process, a letterpress-gravure printing process, and a printing process, using a printing
cylinder. Of these printing processes, in the letterpress printing process, a large number of letters
are printed on a corrugated paper having a number of folds and this paper is stacked on a plate

cylinder. When the corrugated paper is heated and compressed by a plate cylinder, the corrugated
paper undergoes folding or corrugation in which it is folded or rolled into a letterlike shape. The plate

cylinder has a resilient rubber member. When this rubber member is compressed, the folded or
rolled paper is brought into close contact with the rubber member of the plate cylinder. In this case,
the rubber member of the plate cylinder is in contact with a sheet or paper (so-called "sheet"). After
this sheet is brought into close contact with the rubber member of the plate cylinder, a printing ink is

applied to the rubber member of the plate cylinder and the rubber member is in pressed contact
with the sheet by an impression cylinder to form letters, figures, etc. In order to form a letter or

figure on the corrugated paper by such a printing process, it is necessary that the corrugated paper
be in close contact with the rubber member of the plate cylinder by heating and compressing it. In

an electro-photographic method of the present invention, after an electrostatic latent image is
formed on an electrostatic latent image carrying member using an electrostatic copying machine,
the electrostatic latent image carrying member is provided with an image, developed with a toner

using a copying machine, and the toner image is then transferred onto a printing sheet (sheet).
However, such a sheet is often often contaminated with various components such as paper dust, or

the components are stuck to the sheet. Also, in the case of 6d1f23a050
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